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LAB RESOURCES

Please describe the laboratory facilities available in your research institute, including the items listed below (if applicable):

Lab space and equipment (general): 38 microscopes, four hoods, 7 centrifuge machines

BSL-2 lab space and equipment:

BSL-3 lab space and equipment:

Flow cytometry equipment:

Other:

BIOLOGICAL SPECIMEN REPOSITORY

Please describe the biological specimens stored at your institute:

- Plasma

Does your institute have a database of stored samples: Yes

Please describe the equipment/facilities available for sample storage at your institute, including items listed below (if applicable):

- Four -80C Freezers

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Please describe the training initiatives your institution has in place for individuals prior to working in clinical studies?

- They are taught about the study, its objectives and study procedures in detail, then they have to read and understand the standard operating procedures. They...
also do a short course on good clinical practice and human subjects protection before they start attending to study participants.

Please describe the training initiatives your institution has in place for individuals prior to working in the laboratory?

- They are taught about the study, its objectives and study procedures in detail, then they have to read and understand the standard operating procedures. They also do a short course on good clinical practice and human subjects protection before they start attending to study participants.

What rank are the majority of your trainees? (e.g., approximate numbers of undergraduate students, Masters, PhD, post-doc, MDs)

- 20 masters students, 5 PhD

Do you offer training classes/courses for any of the following? None

Does your institute receive funds to support training initiatives? Yes

Does your institution send trainees abroad for additional training? Yes

CLINICAL COHORTS

Do you have access to existing clinical cohorts in Africa or USA? No

DATA MANAGEMENT

Please describe the DATA MANAGEMENT FACILITIES available in research institute, including the items listed below (if applicable):

Data management expertise, including staff complement (general):

- We have a data center with a trained data manager who designs databases. We also have trained data entrants.

On-site database design, implementation and trouble-shooting: N/A

Details of off-site support (by whom): N/A